BOYS’ DRESS
BOYS wear a dress shirt, or Southwestern polo shirt,
slacks with belt, shoes, and socks. Pants must be
dress slacks, traditionally tailored. No jeans, shorts,
or cargo pants are permitted, except these may be
worn at Beaver Creek when announced by the
campus head. Shirts should be traditional-cut dress
shirts, either long or short sleeved, in solid colors or
patterns. As an alternative to a dress shirt, students
may wear a Southwestern knit polo shirt, available at
student store in several colors. Seniors and Proctors
are asked to wear dress shirts and ties, and are
encouraged to wear blazers or sports coats.
All
shirts must be worn tucked into pants. Boys
must be shaved as needed. One earring may be
worn in each ear, but no other body-piercing jewelry.
Hair must be neat and clean.
APPROPRIATE BOYS’ CLOTHING
Dress shirt, tie or
Southwestern polo shirt
Tailored slacks with belt
Tasteful colors and fabrics
Comfortable dress or casual shoes with
visible socks
Cardigan, crew neck, V-neck, sweater
worn over dress or school polo shirt,
or Southwestern sweatshirt
Blazer, suits, or sports coat
NOT ACCEPTABLE FOR BOYS
*Baggy, jean-style, cargo style, or other
informal pants; or no belt
*Any clothes with flashy or advertising designs
*Shoes with cleats or noisy heels, sandals;
or open-back shoes;
*Wearing low-cut sport socks or no socks;
*Undershirt designs showing through shirt
*Shorts, sweat pants, tank tops, or
caps or head coverings indoors
*Body-piercing jewelry except small earrings;
*Oversized clothing, too big for you

GIRLS' DRESS
GIRLS wear a traditional, buttoned, collared blouse,
or a Southwestern polo shirt, skirt or slacks with belt,
shoes, and tights or socks. Skirts are business-styled,
not casual, in tasteful colors and fabrics. Length must
be modest, just above the knee. Slacks must be the
woman's counterpart to the men's tailored slacks. No
jeans or informal pants, except at Beaver Creek
Campus when announced. Tops must be tailored or
Oxford-style blouses, with long or short sleeves. As
an alternative to a dress blouse, girls may wear a
Southwestern knit polo shirt, which are available at
the student store in several colors. Seniors and
Proctors are asked to wear dress blouses, and are
encouraged to wear blazers. All blouses must be
worn tucked-in, except tailored shirts. Jewelry
must be tasteful; body piercing jewelry other than
earrings is not permitted. All girls are expected to
wear appropriate undergarments as needed. Hair
must be neat and clean.
APPROPRIATE GIRLS’ CLOTHING
Collared blouse or Southwestern polo shirt,
tucked in, with skirt or tailored slacks
with belt; Blazer, suits, or dresses
Tasteful colors and fabrics
Comfortable dress or casual shoes, flats or
moderate heels
Ankle or knee high socks or tights,
color-coordinated
Cardigan, crew, or v-neck sweaters or
Southwestern sweatshirt worn
over a blouse or school polo shirt
NOT ACCEPTABLE FOR GIRLS
*Short or tight-fitting clothing, sheer blouses,
sleeveless dresses, or tank tops
*Any clothes with flashy or advertising designs
*Platforms or high-heeled shoes; sandals
or any open-back shoes
*Fishnet or over-the-knee stockings
*Shorts, Capri’s, leggings, or jean-cut pants
*Sweat pants, caps or head coverings indoors
*Oversized clothing, too big for you

